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INTEGERS REPRESENTED AS A SUM OF PRIMES 
AND POWERS OF TWO * 

D.R. HEATH-BROWNt AND J.-C. PUCHTA* 

1. Introduction. It was shown by Linnik [10] that there is an absolute constant 
K such that every sufficiently large even integer can be written as a sum of two 
primes and at most K powers of two. This is a remarkably strong approximation to 
the Goldbach Conjecture. It gives us a very explicit set IC(x) of integers n < x of 
cardinality only 0((logx)K), such that every sufficiently large even integer N < x 
can be written as N = p + p' + n, with p,p' prime and n G /C(x). In contrast, if one 
tries to arrange such a representation using an interval in place of the set /C(a:), all 
known results would require lC(x) to have cardinality at least a positive power of x. 

Linnik did not establish an explicit value for the number K of powers of 2 that 
would be necessary in his result. However, such a value has been computed by Liu, Liu 
and Wang [12], who found that K = 54000 is acceptable. This result was subsequently 
improved, firstly by Li [8] who obtained K = 25000, then by Wang [18], who found 
that K = 2250 is acceptable, and finally by Li [9] who gave the value K = 1906. One 
can do better if one assumes the Generalized Riemann Hypothesis, and Liu, Liu and 
Wang [13] showed that K = 200 is then admissible. 

The object of this paper is to give a rather different approach to this problem, 
which leads to dramatically improved bounds on the number of powers of 2 that are 
required for Linnik's theorem. 

THEOREM 1. Every sufficiently large even integer is a sum of two primes and 
exactly 13 powers of 2. 

THEOREM 2. Assuming the Generalized Riemann Hypothesis, every sufficiently 
large even integer is a sum of two primes and exactly 7 powers of 2. 

We understand that Ruzsa and Pintz have, in work in preparation, given an in- 
dependent proof of Theorem 2, and have established a version of Theorem 1 requiring 
only 9 powers of 2. 

Previous workers have based their line of attack on a proof of Linnik's theorem 
due to Gallagher [3]. Let w be a small positive constant. Set 

S{a)=     J2     <aP)> C1) 
wiV<p<iV 

where e(x) := exp(27rza:), and 

rlogAr/2ii: 
T(a)=   J2   <oa%    L={- 

1OK2    
J 

As in earlier proofs of Linnik's Theorem we shall use estimates for meas^A), 
where 

^A = {ae[0>l]:|r(a)|>AL}. 
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In §7 we shall bound meas(A\) by a new method, suggested to us by Professor Keith 
Ball. This provides the following estimates. 

LEMMA 1.  We have 

meas(^A) < N'EW 

with £(0.722428) > 1/2 and E(0M3665) > 109/154. 
We are extremely grateful to Professor Ball for suggesting his alternative approach 

to us. An earlier version of this paper used a completely different technique to bound 
E(X) and showed that one can take 

E(X) > 0.822A2 + o(l) 

as N —> oo. This sufficed to establish Theorems 1 and 2 with 24 and 9 powers of 2 
respectively. 

For comparison with Lemma 1, the best bound for E(X) in the literature is due 
to Liu, Liu and Wang [11; Lemma 3], and states that 

E{1-T,)<1- Fi^^r,) - F(l - ^^rj) + o(l) 

for rj < (7e)~1, where F(x) = a;(log£)/(log2). 
The estimate provided by Lemma 1 will be injected into the circle method, where 

it will be crucial in bounding the minor arc contribution. On the major arcs we shall 
improve on Gallagher's analysis so as to show that hypothetical zeros close to a = 1 
play no role. Thus, in contrast to previous workers, we will have no need for explicit 
numerical zero-free regions for L-functions. Naturally this produces a considerable 
simplification in the computational aspects of our work. Thus it is almost entirely 
the values of the constants in Lemma 1 which determine the number of powers of 2 
appearing in Theorems 1 and 2. 

The paper naturally divides into two parts, one of which involves the circle method 
and zeros of L-functions, and the other of which is devoted to the proof of Lemma 1. 
We begin with the former. 

One remark about notation is in order. At various stages in the proof, numerical 
upper bounds on w will be required. Since we shall always take w to be sufficiently 
small, we shall assume that any such bound is satisfied. Moreover, since w is to be 
thought of as fixed, we will allow the implied constants in the 0(...) and <C notations 
to depend on w. 

2. The Major Arcs. We shall follow the method of Gallagher [3; §1] closely. 
We choose a parameter P in the range 1 < P < N2^ and define the major arcs OT 
as the set of a G [0,1] for which there exist a G Z and q G N such that q < P and 

|a--|< — 
q     qN' 

If X is a character to modulus q, we write 

Q 

^ q a=l 
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and 

q 

a=l q 

Moreover we put 

and 

VJN<P<N 

nP/sN 

InAx,x')= / A(x,m(x',m-Mdf3. 
J-P/sN 

If X is a character to a modulus r\q we also write Xq for the induced character modulo 
g, and if x, %' are characters to moduli r and r7 respectively, we set 

Mx, xf) =   Y,   T^cnixqx'qM^MYq^nAx, x7). 
q<P 

[ry]\q 

Then, by a trivial variant of the argument leading to Gallagher [3; (3)], we find that 

/ S(a)2e(-an)da = £ Jn(x, x') + 0(P5/2), (2) 

for any integer n, the sum being over primitive characters x^x' to moduli r, r' for 
which [r, r'] < P. In what follows we shall take 1 < n < N. 

To estimate the contribution from a particular pair of characters Xi x' we Put 

rP/qN 

-P/qN 

and 

fP/qN 
Mx) = { l^x,/?)!2^/?}1/2 

J-P/aN 

CnUiXf) =       Y,       -I^\Cn(XqXq)r{Xq)r(Xq)\' 
q<P 

[ry]\q 

Note that what Gallagher calls ||A(x)|| is our Ai(x). We have Aq(x) < ^m(x) 
whenever m < q. Then, as in Gallagher [3; (4)] we find 

|Jn(x,x')l < ^(x^OA^iCx)^^^). (3) 

It is in bounding Cn(x, x') ^^at there is a loss in Gallagher's argument. Let r" be the 
conductor of xx'* an(i write m = [r,r']. Moreover, for any positive integers a and n 
we write 

a 
an = 

(a,n) 
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Then Gallagher shows that 

Cn(x,x')<(rr'r")1/2    £   W?)^™))-1, 
q<P, m|g 

where q/m is square-free and coprime to m. Moreover we have r"\mn. It follows that 

<?!>(m)^(mn) 
(s,7n)=l 

The sum on the right is 

n c+<£?> D>+(^ly)« n ^IJ. 

and 

n T^T^ 
Pln.p/m 

We therefore deduce that 

(rrV)1/2    mn       n 
Cn(X,X,)« m       02(mn)0(n)' 

Now if pe||r and p^||r', then ple -^'(r7', since r" is the conductor of xx'-   (Here the 
notation pe||r means, as usual, that pe\r and pe+1 fr.) We therefore set 

h = (r, r')   and   r = As, r7 = hsf, (4) 

so that ss'lr" and m = hss'. Since 

rrin 
« m^"1 

</)2(mn) 

we therefore have 

(rr'r")1/2    mn 1/2    1/2        ! 

Now, using the bounds r" < mn and 55' < r", we find that 

(rrV/)1/2 ,2?" x « (ssT^r"1^"-1 
m       <f>2{mn) 

= (s5')-1/2r"ro-1/2 

< (ss')"-1- 

Alternatively, using only the fact that mn > r", we have 

(rrV^)1/2    mn 1/2   1/2        ! 
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These estimates produce 

CfoxO « miniissT-1, mr1/2}^y 

On combining this with the bounds (2) and (3) we deduce the following result. 

LEMMA 2. Suppose that P < JV2/5"^. Then 

[  S{a)2e{~an)da = Jn(l, 1) + 0(-^-5n) + O^1^), 

where 

Sn = y£A[r,r'](x)A[r,r'](x')ram{(ss'r-1, m^1/3}, 

the sum being over primitive characters,  not both principal,  of moduli r, rf, with 
[r, r'] < P. 

We have next to consider Am(x)- According to the argument of Montgomery and 
Vaughan [15; §7] we have 

x-\-h 

Am(x) « iV1/2    mix     max (h + mN/P)-^ ^ x(p)|. 
x 

Note that we have firstly taken account of the restriction in (1) to primes p > wN, 
and secondly replaced (/i + iV/P)"1 as it occurs in Montgomery and Vaughan, by the 
smaller quantity (h + mN/P)"1. The argument of [15; §7] clearly allows this. 

By partial summation we have 

x+h x+j 

Y] X{p) < (log x)'1 max Y] x{p) logp. 
X X 

Moreover, a standard application of the 'explicit formula' for ^(a;, x) produces the 
estimate 

EX(P) 
logP « ^1/2+3ro(iogiV)2 + ^ |il±lL _ i-| 

^^ ^-^ O 0 
x p r r 

where the sum over p is for zeros of L(s, x) m t^6 region 

/?>^+3^,    |7|<iV. 

When x is the trivial character we shall include the pole p = 1 amongst the 'zeros'. 
Since j < h and 

P P 

we find that 

^t^ - — « miniJNP-1, N^-1}, 

P N1/2 

Am{x) < -iVto + -—-{ max (/i-i-miV/P)"1 V AT^"1 min{/i, JVH"1}. m logiV o<h<N <    '     /-^ L   ?     I/I    J 
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However we have 

min{^'/n^min{1'l} 

whenever h,H,A > 0. Applying this with H = mN/P and A = iV^I"1, we deduce 
that 

P N1/2 

Am{x) « -N^ + — '£Ne-1min{l,Pm-^\-1}. (5) 

3. The Sura Sn. In order to investigate the sum Sn we decompose the available 
ranges for r, r' and the corresponding zeros p, p' into (overlapping) ranges 

R < r < RNW, Rr < r' < R'N™, 
T - 1 < |7| < TNW,      T' - 1 < lYI < T'N' i ATW (y) 

Clearly 0(1) such ranges suffice to cover all possibilities, so it is enough to consider 
the contribution from a fixed range of the above type. Throughout this section we 
shall follow the convention that p = 1 is to included amongst the 'zeros' corresponding 
to the trivial character. 

Let N(a,x,T) denote as usual, the number of zeros p of L(5,x), in the region 
(3 > cr, M < T, and let N(a1r,T) be the sum of N{G,X,T) for all characters % of 
conductor r. Since 

Jl/2+3zj 

f0 

ll/2+3zo 

for 13 > 1/2 + 3zu, we find that 

J2 N^1 < N^-WRT + I(r) log N, (7) 
p 

where the sum is over zeros of L(s) x) for ^ X 0^ conductor r, subject to T — 1 < 
|7| < TNm, and where 

J(r)= f Na''1N((rir,TNm)da. 

In view of the minimum occuring in (5) it is convenient to set m(R,T) = 
min(l,-^). We now insert (7) into (5) so that, for given r,r', the range (6) con- 
tributes to 

X  (mod r) 

a total 

P AT1/2 

< ^(r)_^to -|- f—-m(R,T)NQw-1'2RT + N^2m(R,T)J(r) 
m logiv 

< PAT6^ 4. Nl>2m(R, T)I(r). (8) 
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Similarly, for the double sum 

J2 E       Am(x)Am(x') 
X (mod r) x'  (mod r') 

(9) 

the contribution is 

<    P2N12TO + PN^+^miR, T)I{r) 
+ PAr1/2+6rom(i?', T')I{r') + Nm{R, T)m(R', T')I{r)I{r'). 

We then sum over r, r' using the following lemma. 

LEMMA 3. Let 

maxN(cr,r,T) = NAR),    max N{cr',r',T') = N^R'), 
r<R r'<R' 

and 

J£N(a,r,T) = N2(R),     ^ N(a'y,T') = N2(R'). 
r<R r'<R' 

In the notation of (4) we have 

E  E Nia^Nia'yXXssT-1 (10) 
r<Rr'<R' 

^:{N1{R)N2(R)N1(R
,)N2(R

f)}1^{N2(R)N2{R
,)}2^, 

for 1/2 <<T,0-'< I- 
Moreover, if 

p <   Ar45/154—4-07 

then 

J2 m(R, T)m(Rf, Tr)N{a, r, TN^)N(a\ r'', T,^w)(55,)w-1, (11) 

^^  iV(l_^)(l-0-) + (l-tu)(l-CT') (12) 

/or 1/2 + Stu < cr, a' < 17 w/zere ^Zie summation is for R < r < RN™ and R' <rr < 
R'N™. 

We shall prove this at the end of this section. Henceforth we shall assume that 
P < /y45/154—4tu 

For suitable values of 77 in the range 

0 < 77 < log log N (13) 

we shall define B(rj) to be the set of characters x of conductor r < P, for which the 
function L(s, x) has at least one zero in the region 
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According to our earlier convention the trivial character is always in B(rj). Now, if we 
restrict attention to pairs x, xf for which x $■ Bi7]) we have 

53 E       tfm(J?,T)ro(iiM")J(r)J(r')(M,r-1 

R<r<RN™ R'^r'KR'N™ 
pl-rj/logN    pi 

<   / / Nl-w(l-*)-w(l-* )da'da 

Jl/2+3zv        Jl/2+Zvj 
^^l-^/logiV^g^-2 

= e-^A^(logAr)-2. 

Terms for which x ^ #(??) but x' 0 ^C7/) may be handled similarly.  This concludes 
our discussion of the final term in (9) for the time being. 

To handle the third term in (9) we use the zero density estimate 

Y, N{(j,r,T) < (ij2r)/cW(i-^)> (M) 

r<R 

where 

«W-|      ^+CT;        f<<T<l. il5') 

This follows from results of Huxley [5], Jutila [7; Theorem 1] and Montgomery [14; 
Theorem 12.2]. For each fixed value of r' we have 

B^r-1 < E^r-1 E *w"1 
r h\r' s<P/h 

KK^ir'/hr-'iP/hr 
hlr' 

The contribution of the third term in (9) to Sn is therefore 

However the bound (14) shows that 

R'T 
m{R',T')Y,N(a,r',TN™) <max{l, ^-^R^N^TN^^1-^. 

Since 

0<«(cr)(l-(7) <1 

in the range 1/2 + xu < a < 1, this is 

Moreover, if P < iV45/154-to, then 

(p2jy3ts7\«(or)(l-o-) jyo—1 < JV/W 
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with 

f(a) = (^K(a)-l)(l-a) 

<(^if+rv}-m-a) 

<(§+T*)(1-(7) 

*<77+W>2 
^  31 

154 

It follows that the contribution of the third term in (9) to Sn is 

<C PAfV^^.iV31/154"^ ^ Ar1~iu. 

The second term may of course be handled similarly. 
Finally we deal with the first term of (9) which produces a contribution to Sn 

which is 

< P2NI2W ^(ss'r-1 

sslh<P 

8S'<P 

<^ p3N12™ 

for P < JV45/154"4*7. 
We summarize our conclusions thus far as follows. 

LEMMA 4. If P < N4^154'4^ then 

Sn<     Yl    Am(x)Arn(x
,)m-1/3^0(e-^N(logN)-2). 

X,X'eB(ri) 

To handle the characters in B(r)) we use the zero-density estimate 

Nfar^^irT)"^1-*), (16) 

with n(a) given by (15). This also follows from work of Huxley [5], Jutila [7; Theorem 
1] and Montgomery [14; Theorem 12.1]. Thus 

m{R,T)N((j,r,TN™) < max{l, ^(rTN^Y^1-^ 
RT 

<C (PiV2^)^^^1-^ 

< (pjv2^)^2/5"1"^^1"^ 
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for P < Ar45/i54-4ro_ We deduce that 

m(i?,T)J(r)<(logiV)-1. 

It follows from (8) that 

We also note that 

#8(7,) « ^iV(l - ^,r,N) « (pZN)WioSN < e(h,> 

r 

by (14), since K,(a) < 3 for all a. We therefore have the following facts. 

LEMMA 5. If x £ S(?7); we have An(x) ^ iV1/2(logiV)"'1. Moreover, we have 
#B{r)) < e6^. 

We end this section by establishing Lemma 3. We shall suppose, as we may by 
the symmetry, that 

NiifyNiiR') < NziR^N^R). (17) 

Let U > 1 be a parameter whose value will be assigned in due course, see (18). For 
those terms of the sum (10) in which 5s' > U we plainly have a total 

<J2Y, N{a,r,T)N(a\r,X)U^-1^:N2(R)N2{R
,)U^-1. 

r<Rr'<R' 

On the other hand, when ss' < U we observe that, for fixed 5, s' we have 

h h 

«^iV(a,r,T)iV1(i?0 
r 

<^N2(R)Ni(R'). 

On summing over s and s' we therefore obtain a total 

<iv2(i^)iv1(i^,) ]£ (ss'r^i^W./v'iCR')^- 
ss'<U 

It follows that the sum (10) is 

< N2(R){N2(R')U2w-1 + N^R'jU2™}. 

We therefore choose 

U = N2{R')/N1{R'), (18) 

whence the sum (10) is 

« N2(R)N1(R
,)U2w 

< N2(R)N1(R'){N2(R)N2(R')}2za 

<:{N2(R)N1(R')N2(R')N1(R)}1/2{N2(R)N2(R')}2 \2VJ 
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in view of (17). This produces the required bound. 
To establish (12) we shall bound.iVi(jR) and N^R') using (16).   Moreover to 

handle iV^iZ) and A^i?') we shall use the estimate 

^ N(a,r,T) « |  ^^^^      ' f < a < 1, 
23 
38 

    ^  rr   <^   1 
r<R ,    v-  -        / > 38 

where 

x      20 

This follows from (14) and (15) along with Heath-Brown [4; Theorem 2] and Jutila 
[7; Theorem 1]. 

We now see that the sum (11) may be estimated as 

< m{R,T)RaTc.m{R,,Tf)B!hT,d.Ne, (19) 

say, where 

f       3K(<T)(1-<7)(! 

I Wcr)+2A}(1-CT 
2+2o7), | + 3n7<cr<§ 

and 

+ 2tZ7), ^+3lU<C7<|| 

)(5 + 2T*), I<^<15 

f «(a)(l-C7)(l + 
C~\ {«((7) + 6A/5}(1-(T; 

and similarly for 6 and d. Moreover we may take 

e:=6tcr(l-<T)+6^7(1-</). 

It therefore follows that 0 < c, d < 1, whence (20) is maximal for T = P/i? and 
T' = P/i?'. Similarly we have a > c and b > d. Thus, after substituting T = P/R 
and Tf = P/i?' in (20), the resulting expression is increasing with respect to R and 
Rf, and hence is maximal when R = Rf = P. We therefore see that (20) is 

Finally one can check that 

(^_4T*)a<(l-7T*)(l-<7), 

and similarly for b. This suffices to establish the bound (13) for P < jV45/154-4117. 

4. Summation Over Powers of 2. In this section we consider the major arc 
integral 

f S(ot)2T(a)Ke{-aN)da, 
Jm 

where we now assume N to be even. According to Lemmas 2, 4 and 5 we have 

S(a)2T{a)Ke{-aN)da = EQ 4- 0(e-wr>N(logN)-2^) 

+0(Ar(logiV)-2S2)) (20) 

/ 
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where 

£0 = 5>n(l,l), 

Sl-!El7r 

and 

71   m-Va E2-        E       E^(n)"-n 

In each case the sum over n is for values 

K 

n = N-J22l/j' (21) 
i=i 

We begin by considering the main term EQ. We put 

e(pm) 
T{P) =     E 

and 

We also set 

logrn 

R{fi) = S{fi)-T{fi). 

rP/N 
\R\\ = /        mtfdP 

J-P/N 

and 

J(n)= E (log mi)   1(logm2)   1. 

-C37 N<mi ,7712 ^ AT 

mi+Tn2=n 

Then, as in Gallagher [3; (11)], we have 

Jn(l,l) = J(n)5(n) + 0(iV(logiV)-2^d(n)^) 

+0(^{iV1/2(iogiV)-1||i?|| + HiJH2}), (22) 

where 

scHlH^na-orV 
p|n p/n 

In analogy to (5) we have 

PN4vj + 
logiV 

AT1/2 

||iZ|| « PAT4- + r-T7 Eiv/J"1 ^^' ^l"1}' 
P 
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where the sum over p is for zeros of C(s) in the region 

/?>i + 3^,   |7|<j\r. 

We split the range for |7| into 0(1) overlapping intervals 

T-l< |7| <TiVCT, 

and find, as in (8) that each range contributes 

< PN^ + N^2mm{l, ^}{N6™-l/2T + / N<r'1N((r,l,TNm)da} 
T Jl/2+3zo 

to ||i?||. Using the case R = 1 of (14), together with Vinogradov's zero-free region 

(7 -        (logT)3/4(loglogT)3/4 

(see Titchmarsh [16; (6.15.1)]), we find that this gives 

||i?||«iV1/2(iOgiY)-i0) 

say, for P < JV
45

/I54-4T^ The error terms in ^2) are therefore 0(N(logN)-9). 

We also note that 

J(n) = (logiV)~2#{mi, m2 : tniV < mi, 7712 < iV, mi 4- m2 — n} 

+0(iV(log^)-3) 

= (log ATT^n) + 0{N{\ogN)-*), 

where 

(    2N-n,       (1 + w)N < n < 2N, 
R(n) = <   n - 2wN,    2wN < n < (1 + w)N, 

[ 0, otherwise. 

In particular, we have R(N - m) = (1 - 2w)N(\og AT)"2 + 0(m(log^')-2) for 1 < 
m < N. Since 

71 
S(n)^:---^<^loglogN, 

<p(n) 

we find, on taking n of the form (21), that 

Y^ J(n)S(n) = (1 - 2u7)Ar(logJV)-2 ^<S(n) + C>(iV(log JV)*"5/2) 
n n 

for K > 2, whence 

So = (1 - 2tu)iV(logiV)-2 5^5(n) + 0(Ar(logiV)^-5/2). 
n 

Since the numbers n are all even, we have 

5(n) = 2Co   H   ^ = 2Co^fc(d), 
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where 

and k(d) is the multiplicative function defined by taking 

«IP J - | (p _ 2)-!,        otherwise. [ZV 

For any odd integer d we shall define e(d) to be the order of 2 in the multiplicative 
group modulo d, and we shall set 

H(d;N,K) = #{(!/!,... ,!/*) : 1 < i/, < e(d), cJ|iV - ^2^}. 

Then for any fixed D we have 

£S(n) = 2Co$>(<9#{»:d|n} 

> 2Co ^ fe(d)#{n : d\n} 
d<D 

> 2Co Y, k{d)H(d',N,K)[L/£(d)}K 

d<D 

> {1 + 0((log A^)-1)}2CoLiC ^2 k(d)H(d; N, K)e{d)-K. 
d<D 

We shall take D = 5. We trivially have e(l) = 1 and 11(1] N,K) = 1 for all AT and 
if. When d = 3 or d = 5 the powers of 2 run over all non-zero residues modulo d, 
and it is an easy exercise to check that 

H{d,J»,K)-\  i{{d_1)K + {_1)K{d_1)h    d\N_ 

Thus if K > 7 we have 

and 

iI(3;Ar,*0e(3r*>i(l-2-6) 

whence 

H(5;N,K)e(5)-K>-(l-4-% 

2 ^ k(d)H(d;N,K)s(d)-K > 2.7895 

for any choice of N. We therefore conclude that 

EQ > 2.7895(1 - 2w)CoN(\ogN)-2LK + 0(N(logN)K-5/2), (25) 

providing that K > 7. 
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To bound Si we note that 

,(n-)< 11 a+J)= E   , 
We deduce that 

z—' Q q<N,2Xq 

However, if q is odd, then 

#{1/ : 0 < 1/ < L, 2^ = m (mod g)} < 1 + —-. 

It follows that 

#{n: g|n}<L^-1+^/£(9), 

whence 

S1«(logAr)^ + (l0giV)^    53    g. 

To bound the final sum we call on the following simple result of Gallagher [3; Lemma 
4] 

LEMMA 6.  We have 

£ £|««'°- 
£{q)<x       K  J 

From, this we deduce that 

T,   4T«—• (26) 

We take re to run over powers of 2 and sum the resulting bounds to deduce that 

and hence that 

Ei<(logi\0*. (27) 

Turning now to E2, we fix a particular pair of characters x^x' £ S(7?)? and 
investigate 

n    T v   J 

say. Let m = [r, r'] as usual, and write m = 2^/, with / odd. Put g = (/, n) so that 

mn>fn = f/g, (28) 
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and consider 

En 

As before we have 

M2(4) « £ 
^^ airffn q 

q|n,2/q 

Terms q with q > d{n) can contribute at most 1 in total, so that in fact 

6{n) t-*1 a 
^    ^ g|n,2/qr,   q<d(n)       y 

Thus, if 

D =   max d(n), 
l<n<N 

we deduce as before that 

p|n  ^V   ' q<D,2j(q 
E^« E, ^«-[,*} 

q<D,2](q       H cU^j; 

Here we note that 

q-1 <log£>< -—p—-. 
g<D log log TV 

To deal with the remaining terms let £ be a positive parameter. Then 

by (26). If e(q) < ^ we note that 

q < 2£^ - 1,   for q > 1, (29) 

so that q < 2*. Thus 

y-     M2(g)    < y- M2(g) 
^^([5,9])-^^) 

e(ff) 
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On choosing £ — \/e{g) we therefore conclude that 

v^   M2(g) logg(g) 

and hence that 

It follows from (29) that e(g) > log^, and we now conclude that 

£ -TTT < (logiV)^{(loglogAT)-1 + (log^)-1/3}. 

We now observe from (28) that 

Let r > 1 be a parameter to be fixed in due course. Then terms in which (/, n) < //r 
contribute 

^—' 0(n) 
n    r v   / 

by (27). The remaining terms contribute 

g\f,9>f/r 9\n  YK   ' 

«  E (//^-^(log^^iaogiog^-^aogs)-173} 
9l/,fl>//T 

«    J]    (log iV)^{(log log AT)-1 + (log /r1/3} 
SI/,9>//T 

«    ^  (logAO^loglogiV^ + Oog/)-1/3} 

« T(log7V)K{(loglog AT)"1 + (log/)-1/3}. 

We deduce that 

E2(X,X') « r-^aogiV)^ +r(logiV)K{(loglogiV)-1 + (log/)"1/3}. 

We therefore choose 

r = {(loglogiV)-1 + (log/)"1/3}-3/4, 

whence 

S2(x,X/)«(logiV)^{(loglogiV)-1/4 + (log/)-1/12}. (30) 

In order to bound / from below we note that, since x? x' are not both trivial, we 
may suppose that x, say, is non-trivial. We then use a result of Iwaniec [6; Theorem 2]. 
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This shows that if L(/3 4- ry, x) — 0? with M ^ ^? and X of conductor r < N, then 
either x is real, or 

1 - (3 > {logd+ (logTVloglogiV)3/4}-1, 

where cf is the product of the distinct prime factors of r. In our application we clearly 
have / > rf/2, so that if x> say, is in B(rj) we must have 

r-2-: » {log/ + (log TV log log AT)3/4}"1 

logiV 

if x is not real. Thus, if we insist that rj < (logiV)1/5 it follows that either 

log/>77-
1logiV>(logiV)4/5, 

or x is real.  Of course if x is reai we will have 16/r, whence / ^> r. Moreover we 
will also have 

(logiV)-4/5 » ^ » 1 - (3 » r""1/2, 

so that / > r ^> (logiV)3/2. Thus in either case we find that log/ ^> log log iV, so 
that (30) yields 

£2(X,X') < (logiVj^aoglogiV)-1/12. 

In view of the bound for #B(rj) given in Lemma 5, we conclude that 

E2 < e^^logiVj^aoglogiV)-1/12. (31) 

We may now insert the bounds (25), (27) and (31) into (20) to deduce that 

f S(a)2T(a)Ke(-aN)da > 2.7895(1 - 2ru)CoN(logN)-2LK 

Jm 
+ 0(N(logN)K-5/2) 

+ 0(e-^N(logN)K-2) 

+ 0(e12r>N(logN)K-2(loglogN)-1/12). 

We therefore define rj by taking 

er> = (log log iV)1/145, 

so that rj satisfies the condition (13), and conclude as follows. 

LEMMA 7. Ifp < NA^lbA-Aw andK>7 we have 

I S(a)2T(a)Ke(-aN)da > 2.7895(1 - 3^7)C,oA^(log2)-2L^-2 

for large enough N. 
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5. A Mean Square Estimate. In this section we shall estimate the mean 
square 

J(m) =  f \S(a)T(a)\2da, 
Jm 

where m = [0,1] \ Wl is the set of minor arcs.   Instead of this integral, previous 
researchers have worked with the larger integral 

J= /  \S{a)T{a)\2da. 
Jo 

Thus it was shown by Li [9; Lemma 6], building on work of Liu, Liu and Wang [13; 
Lemma 4] that 

J< (24.95 + o(l))-%-iV, 
~ v v     log22 

In this section we shall improve on this bound, and give a lower bound for the corre- 
sponding major arc integral 

J(m) =  f  \S(a)T(a)\2da. 
Jm 

By subtraction we shall then obtain our bound for J(m). 
We begin by observing that 

H,v<L 

where 

r(n) = #{wN <pi,P2 < N :n=pi -£2}- 

Moreover, by Theorem 3 of Chen [2] we have 

r(n) < Codhin)-^^, 

for n 7^ 0 and N sufficiently large, where Co is given by (24), 

Ci = 7.8342, (32) 

and 

"<")= n (^>- 
p\n,p>2 ^ 

Observe that our notation for the constants that occur differs from that used by Liu, 
Liu and Wang, and by Li. Since /i(2M - 2") = h(2^~u - 1) for /x > v we conclude, as 
in Liu, Liu and Wang [13; §3] and Li [9; §4] that 

J2   r(p - 2") < 2CoC17i-^-w   Y, (L - l)hV - !)' (33) 
\L±V<L V    S     '    1<1<L 
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while the contribution for ji = v is LIT(N) — LTT(WN) < LNQogN)-1, for large N. 
Now 

h(n) = J2Hd), 
d\n 

where k(d) is the multiplicative function defined in (24). Thus 

oo 

£   h(2> - 1) = E *(d)#0' < J '• d\2j - 1} 
1<7<J d=l 

oo . 

However [l9] = 0 + OiO1/2) for any real 6 > 0, whence 

^  /i(2^-l)=C2J + 0(J1/2) (34) 

with 

"  k{d) c'^M (35) 

Here we use the observation that the sum 

k(d) E: 
is convergent, since Lemma 6 implies that 

V      _M_«a:-i/2      V      ijHd)d      logx 

a;/2<£(d)<x    V   ; x/2<e(d)<x   *  K   J 

for any x > 2. 
We may now use partial summation in conjunction with (35) to deduce that 

^ (X-0M2,-l) = C2Y + O(i3/2), 
1<KL 

Thus, using (33) we reach the following result. 

LEMMA 8.  We have 

rCoCiC2  , ^_ 
log2 2       log 2 

^<{^^+e^+^)w 

m^/i the constants given by (23), (32) and(35). 
We now turn to the integral J(97t). According to Lemma 3.1 of Vaughan [17], if 

a       logx 
a--  < ,    (a,g) = l, 

g x 
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and q < 2 log x, we have 

Y] e(ap) \ogp = ^4«(a - -) + O^loga;)-3), 

with 

t;(/3) = J2 eOSm). 

It follows by partial summation that 

5(a) = ^Ma - -) + 0(7Y(logiV)-4), 

with 

e(/377i) 
ty 

vjN<m<N      6 

providing that 

i«-^^r. K^) = 1 (37) 
and q < log AT. Then if a denotes the set of a € [0,1] for which such a, q exist, we 
easily compute that 

J(fm) > J(o) 

= ^|^«»(a-^)T(a)|2da + 0(JV(logiV)-1), 

where, for each a E a, we have taken a/^ to be the unique rational satisfying (37). 
By partial summation we have 

U;(^)«(||/3||logiV)-1, 

whence 

,(logiV)/iV ,1/2 
K/3)T(-+/?)|2d/3= / 

-(\ogN)/N Q J-l/2 

It follows that 

r(\ogN)/N ,1/2 
/ K/3)T(-+/?)|2d/3= /       |^(/3)T(- + /3)|2d/3 + 0(iV(logiV)-1). 

J-(lo£N)/N Q J-l/2 Q 

JW=   E     E   S2M/  K/3m^+/?)|2^ + 0(iV(logiV)-1loglogiV). 
q<log N (a,q) 

The integral on the right is 

£    e(a(2'»- 2^)5(2^ -2"), 
0</i,^<L 
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where 

5(n)= ^ (logm1)-
1(logm2)-1 

voN < m i, 7712 < AT 

TTii— m2=n 

= (logiV)_2#{mi,m2 : ti/A7' < rai,ra2 <N^mi—m2 — n} 

+0(Ar(logiV)-3) 

= (logiV)-2 max{Ar(l - w) - \n\, 0} + 0(^(logAr)-3). 

Thus 

S{n) = (1 - ^)iV(logiV)-2 + 0(|n|(log^)-2) + 0(JV(logiV)"3) (38) 

for n ^C iV. On summing over a we now obtain 

J(a)=     E       E    ^^(2^-2^(2^-2-)+0(iV(logiV)-1loglogiV), 

where cq(n) is the Ramanujan sum. When q is square-free we have cq(n) = 
lii(q)ti((q,n))(j)((q,n)). Thus the error terms in (39) make a total contribution 
0(A^(logiV)-1loglogA^) to J(a). Moreover 

li2(q)cq(n) = fj,(q)   ^  /z(d)d, 
d\(q,n) 

whence 

J2    »2(q)cq(n) = ix(q)Y,H(d)d#{v, v:l<^u<L, d\2» - 2V}. 
0<M^<^ d\q 

If d is odd we have 

#{/i, i/: 1 < M, */ < £, ^2^ - 2^} = tfeid)-1 + 0(1), 

while if d is even, of the form 2e with e odd, we have 

#{//, i/: 1 < /i, i/ < L, d\2^ - r} = ^(e)"1 + O(L). 

The error terms contribute OiN^ogN^loglogN) to J(o), by (39), so that 

J(a) = {l^WL2   E   ^ E ^d)d£(d)"1 + 0 W^B ^V)"1 log log N), 
V    S      ; q<logN^   yqj   d\q 
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where s(d) is to be interpreted as e(e) when d = 2e. Now 

Y^    KQ) V^ K^)d =   V^   ^(d)d     S^      At(g) 
2^   tfiq) ^ e(d) ^    e(d)       ^     ^(q) 

d\q 

E^d     ^     M(J^) 
e(d)       ^      (b2(jd) 

EIJ'2(d)d ^p n{j) 

-logJV J<(logN)/rf 

^(Oo^)-1   E   ^)- (39) 
d<logN    y   J^  y   J 

If d = 2e with e odd, we have 

while if cf is odd we have 

n{i-(p-ir2}=o, 

since the factor with p = 2 vanishes. Moreover 

y.       k(d) hgN 

dJ^N^ l0gl0giV 

by Lemma 6, applied as in (36). The leading term in (39) is therefore 2C0C2 + o(l), 
with Co and C2 as in (23) and (35). 

To bound the error term we use Lemma 6, which shows that 

^ fx2(d)d2        Xlogx 
^       e(d)(j)2{d) x     ' 

X<d<2X 

x<e(d)<2x 

According to (29) we must have x ^> log X, so on summing as x runs over powers of 
2 we obtain 

v      ti2(d)d2        X log log X 

X<d<2X 
e(d)(j)2(d) logX 
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Now, summing as X runs over powers of 2 we conclude that 

y.     H2(d)<P        (log N) (log log log N) 

We may therefore summarize our results as follows. 

LEMMA 9.  We have 

j(M)>{2(1:y?a+<Ki)w log 2 

and hence 

rCo(Ci-2 + 2ro)C2     J_ 
log2 2 log 2 

J(m) ^ rovw     ^^/^ + _i_ + 0(1)}JVi 

62/ Lemma 8. 
It remains to compute the constants. We readily find 

JJ      {1-(p-I)"2) = 0.6601... 
2<p<200000 

Since 
00 

n(l-(p-l)-2)> Jl{l-n-2) = l-K-\ 
p>K n=K 

we deduce that 

Co > 0.999995 x 0.6601 > 0.66. (40) 

However the estimation of C2 is more difficult. We set 

m=n(2e-l) 
e<x 

and 

whence 

s(x)=   Y,  k(d)> 
e(d)<x 

s(x)<^2k(d) 
dim 

— h(m) 

- n O 
p\m,p>2 

(p-1)2 

<TT((p~1) )T\(JL-) 

~ 0 ttmy 
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Moreover we have m/(f>(m) < e7 logx for x > 9, as shown by Liu, Liu and Wang [13; 
(3.9)]. It then follows that 

n        r   i \dx 
C2=        s{x) 

rM 

X2 

r   , ,dx      f00   , ,dx 

e(d)<M V   / 

for any integer M > 9. 
We now set 

so that 

£ m = «(e) 
e(d)=e 

e\d e(e)\d 

However e(e)\d if and only if e\2d — 1. Thus 

5>(e)=   £  k(e) = h(2d-l). 
e\d e\2d-l 

We therefore deduce that 

K(e)=X>(e/cO/i(2d-l). 
d\e 

This enables us to compute 

y   k(d)(-±- - -1) =  Y /c(m)(- - i) 
e(d)<M v   ' m<M 

by using information on the prime factorization of 2d — 1 for d < M. In particular, 
taking M = 20 we find that 

£K(m^-2S) = 1-6659-' 
m<20 

and hence that 

C2 <  £ K(m)(i - i) + 2.744(1+^g20) = 2.2141... (41) 
m<20 

For comparison with this upper bound for C2 we note that 

C2>    y,   k(d)/e{d) = 1.9326... 
d< 10000 
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This latter figure is probably closer to the true value, but the discrepancy is small 
enough for our purposes. 

Prom (32), (40) and (41) we calculate that 

(d - 2)C2 + CQ
1

 log 2 < 13.967, 

so that Lemma 9 yields the following bound. 

LEMMA 10.  We have 

J(rtt) < {13.968 + o(l)}Co~^". 
log2 2 

6. Completion of the Proof. Let jR(iV) denote the number of representations 
of iV as a sum of two primes and K powers of 2 in the ranges under consideration, so 
that 

R(N) =  f S(a)2T(a)Ke(-aN)da. 
Jo 

To estimate the minor arc contribution to R(N) we first bound 5(a). According 
to Theorem 3.1 of Vaughan [17] we have 

]£ e(ap) logp < (logxfixq-1'2 + x4/5 + x^q1'2} 

if |a - a/q\ < q~2 with (a, q) = 1.  Thus if a G m we may take P <C q <C N/P to 
deduce that 

5(a) < (log iV)3{JV4/5 + NP-V2}. 

Taking P = jV45/i54-4^ we obtain 

5(a) < iV263/308+3^. 

If one assumes the Generalized Riemann Hypothesis, we may apply Lemma 12 of 
Baker and Harman [1], which implies that 

£ A(n)e((- + /3)n) « (loga;)2^"1 imn(x, I/?!"1) + x^q1/2 + xiqlfl)1'2} 
n<x 

when |/?| < x-1/2. It follows by partial summation that 

5(- + P) « (logN^q-1 min(iV, I/?!"1) + N^q1'2 + N{q\^2} 

for \(3\ < iV-1/2. According to Dirichlet's Approximation Theorem, we can find a and 
q with 

Thus 

5(a) < (log N)N3'4 
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unless q < N1^ and \a-a/q\ < q^N^^. Since a G m and P = jV45/154-4^ > JV1/4, 
these latter conditions cannot hold. 

We therefore conclude that 

S(a) < JV'+oM 

for a £ m, where we take 6 = 263/308 in general, and 9 = 3/4 under the Generalized 
Riemann Hypothesis. 

We now have 

Jm 
S{a)2T(a)Ke(-aN)da < meas^)^2^^1^^ 

mnAx 
^ N-E(\)+20+o(l) 

providing that i£(A) > 20—1. Thus, according to Lemma 1, we may take A = 0.863665 
unconditionally, and A = 0.722428 under the Generalized Riemann Hypothesis. 

It remains to consider the set m \ Ax. Here we have, by Lemma 10, 

| f       S(a)2T(a)Ke{-aN)da\ < (\L)K'2 f \S{a)T(a)\2da 
Jm\A\ Jm fm\Ax 

< (AL)^-213.968-^-iV. 
log  2 

Finally we compare this with the estimate for the major arc integral, given by 
Lemma 7, and conclude that 

I 
i 

S(a)2T(a)Ke(-aN)da > 0 
o 

providing that iV is large enough, zu is small enough, and 

13.968AK~2 < 2.7895. 

When A = 0.863665 this is satisfied for K > 12.991, so that K = 13 is admissible. 
Similarly, when A = 0.722428 one can take any K > 6.995, so that K = 7 is admissible. 
This completes the proof of our theorems, subject to Lemma 1. 

7. Proof of Lemma 1. In this section we shall prove Lemma 1. We shall again 
use w to denote a small positive constant. We shall allow the constants implied by the 
0(...) and <C notations to depend on tj, although sometimes we shall mention the 
dependence explicitly for emphasis. As mentioned in the introduction, the method 
we shall adopt was suggested to us by Professor Keith Ball, and is based on the 
martingale method for proving exponential inequalities in probability theory. 

It is convenient to work with 

TL(a)=T(a/2)=     £     e(a2n) 
0<n<L-l 

in place of T(a). Clearly we have 

meas{a <E [0,1] : |TL(a)| > AL} = meas^). 
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Let M = 1 + [27r/zu] and suppose that \TL(a)\ > XL with arg(TL(a)) = (/).  Write 
m = [M(f)/2ir] and pm = e(-m/M). Then 

I     -i(f> I    ^   IJL 27rm I    ^    ^    ^ 

whence 

Re(pmTL(a)) > Re(e-^TL(a)) - tu|TL(a)| 

= (l-tJ7)|rL(a)| 

> (1 - w)XL. 

It follows that 

meas{a G [0,1] : |TL(a)| > XL} 
M-l 

<   ]r meas{a G [0,1] : Re(pmTL(a)) > (1 - tu)AL} 
m=0 

<^ sup meas{a € [0,1] : Re(pTL(a)) > (1 - zu)XL}. 
IPI=I 

We now set 

5(£,p,L)= / exp{eRe(prL(a))}da, 

for an arbitrary real £ > 0, whence 

S(^p,L) > exp{^(l - 'c<7)AL}meas{a G [0,1] : Re(/?TL(a)) > (1 - w)XL}. 

It therefore follows that 

meas(.4A) < exp{-£(l - ^XL} sup 5(^, p, L). (42) 
IPI=I 

For any integer /i, we have TL(Q:) = TL-h{2ha) + ^(a).   Moreover, for any 
function / we have 

r (3       r 

j£/e*»-£j[i:/<£+5*>#- 
r=0 

It therefore follows that 

1 2—1 

5(f, p,L) = ^lo   £ exp^Re^T^C/? + r))} exptfRe^^I))}^. 

Since T(a) has period 1 this becomes 

If we now set 

2n-l 

F(t,h)=       sup       i Yl eMZMpTk(?4rm (43) 
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we deduce that 

S(t,p,L)<S(&ptL-h)F(Z,h). 

Using this inductively we find that 

S(t,p,L)<S(t,P,L-nh)F(,Z,h)n, 

and taking n = [L/h] we deduce that 

S(Z,p,L) «^ F(Z,h)n «^ F(Z,h)L'h. 

When we combine this with (42) we deduce that 

meas^A) ^Xm exp{-^(l - w)XL}F^h)L/h. 

It follows that we may take 

£A       logF&h)     mZ\ 
E(X) = 

log 2 ft log 2 log 2 

for any h € N, any £ > 0 and any w > 0. 
We proceed to show that the supremum in (43) occurs at /? = 0 and p — 1, whence 

1    2'l-l 

^ ^ = oJT E exp{^Re(Th(^))}. (44) 

Since 

we find that 

2h-l 

2h Z^ —FIS—v-fiv2*, 
r=0 

5 4- r 1 /? 4- r —6 — r Re(pT,(^-)) = -{^(^J-) + prh(-^-)}, 

^ exp{eRe(pr,(^))} 

2h'-l 

n=0 r=0 x ' 

However 

2h-l 

r=0   V / m=0   ^ ^ r 

where 

2^-1 

S(n,m,h,0) = ^ ^(^IrT^-^r—. (45) 
r=0 

It follows that 

1 ^       1 n    /   \ mh) £ ^S^SuK"^1'     <46) 
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We now expand the powers of Th occurring in (45), and perform the summation 
over r. We then see that 5(n, m, /i, /?) is a sum of terms 

2h exp{2iri(3(2ai + ... + 2a™ - 2bl - ... - 2bn—x)/2h}, 

over integer values a^, bj between 0 and h — 1, subject to the condition 

2ai + ... + 2a™ = 2hl + ... + 2bn-m    (mod 2h). 

It is now apparent that |5(n,m,/&,/?)| < S(n,m,h,0), whence (46) yields 

n=0 m=0   x    / 

-    2h-l 

= 2^ E exp{^Re(rh(^))}, 
r=0 

The assertion (44) now follows. 
Hence it remains to compute F(£,h) using (44) and optimize for £. We have 

carried out the computations for h = 16. Comparing the results for this value with the 
outcome for smaller values of h, it appears that the potential improvements obtainable 
by choosing h larger than 16 are only small. After taking suitable care over rounding 
errors we find that we may take £ = 1.181 to get 

£(0.863665) > ijj£ + KT8 

and £ = 0.905 to get 

£(0.722428) > i + 10- 

Using Mathematica 4.1 on a PC, computing the values TiQ(r/216) for the integers 
0<r<216 — 1 took about 7 minutes, and summing these values up to obtain F(€,h) 
took 24 seconds for each of the two values of £. 
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